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Introduction 
It is important to understand the various perspectives on migration issues in order to develop effective 
and coherent migration policies both in sending and receiving countries. This study attempts to give a 
snapshot of the most recent migration trends in and out of Egypt since the January 25th, 2011 
revolution. It addresses various political parties’ and prominent figures’ perception on migration 
policy and its position in the current political dialogue as well as migration sentiments of young men 
and women almost one and a half years after the start of the revolution. However, it is important to 
clarify the situation in Egypt is extremely volatile at the moment hence making it more difficult to 
access the implications brought forth by this research. Given the current struggle between the political 
Islamists, the old guard and the revolutionaries over all three branches of power, the executive, 
legislative and judicial branches the outcome will inevitably impact policy directions including those 
that reflect on migration.  
The first part of this paper will review the developments over the past fifteen months—January 
2011 till April 2012—of Egyptian immigration policy. Interviews were conducted with the Egyptian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the Africa & Middle 
East Refugee Assistance (AMERA) and United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee Office in 
Cairo (UNHCR) as well as migration expert, Ayman Zohry. Although all those interviewed agreed 
that there was no official change in policy before and after the revolution, regarding refugees and 
asylum seekers in Egypt, the most significant difference, post- revolution, is the presence of a refugee 
camp along the border area near Salloum, as a response to the crisis in Libya. Therefore, this paper 
will review the development of this particular aspect of incoming migration to Egypt. In addition, 
opinions differ on conditions of refugees in Egypt during the period following the revolution. 
According to some, refugees suffered from xenophobia and increased discrimination due to the lack of 
security presence throughout the country and because of on-going rumors of third party manipulations 
in domestic affairs, while others refute this argument based on a lack of evidence. Both the above 
viewpoints will also be presented in this study. 
The second section of this study reviews Egyptian emigration issues after the revolution. University 
professors, political activists, political party founding members, analysts and experts were interviewed 
for their feedback on migration issues in Egypt and possible policy developments. Not surprisingly, 
most of those interviewed initially had not considered migration issues among their top priorities, 
given the current political turmoil. However, as the interviews proceeded, each considered it an 
important aspect of their programs which needs to be developed. The most notable common 
denominator identified across the board is the need to improve skills and education in order to make 
Egyptians more employable and/or competitive in the job market, both domestically and in the 
international arena. 
The third part of this study is based on secondary sources and results of two focus group 
discussions. It entails a review of the various political party programs and the presidential candidates’ 
programs specifically dealing with migration issues in and out of Egypt. Due to the campaign 
requirements of the presidential candidates, it was impossible to attain one-on-one interviews; 
however, a thorough review of candidates’ online programs as well as their interviews on television 
and in newspapers gives a general perspective on their stand on issues relating to migration. Two 
focus group discussions were conducted with young Egyptian adults, one group representing highly 
educated graduates, while the second group was composed of unemployed highly skilled young adults. 
The discussions centered on migration intentions in relation to recent events in Egypt. Attendants in 
both sessions identified a shift in their expectations from the months right after the revolution till the 
time of the focus group discussions, which were prior to the presidential election. 
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Refugee and Asylum Policy in Egypt After the Arab Spring 
Egyptian government policy has not changed since the advent of the Egyptian Revolution in January 
2011. Ambassador Salah Elwassimy, Deputy Assistant Foreign Minister for Refugees at the Egyptian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, confirmed in an interview that: “there is no difference before or after the 
revolution in the way we handle refugees in Egypt.” Status determination for refugees and asylum 
seekers continues to be the responsibility of UNHCR, which continues to work closely with the 
Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Affairs as its counterpart, as well as cooperating with other stakeholders. 
The Egyptian Government continues to remain deficient in asylum protocols post-revolution. As noted 
by the UNHCR, “While Egypt is a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, as 
well as the 1969 OAU Convention, it has yet to develop domestic asylum procedures and 
institutions.”1 Reinforcing this longstanding migration policy, Elwassimy stated: “we will not allow 
refugee camps on Egyptian territory.”2 
Egypt has always assimilated refugees in an urban setting. However, due to the Libyan Crisis in 
February 2011, the need for a make shift camp on the border in the no man’s territory between Egypt 
and Libya arose in order to deal with the incoming persons of concern. According to a 2012 UNHCR 
country operations profile report:  
Since violence erupted in Libya in February 2011, close to 475,000 people have entered Egypt 
through Sal[l]oum including Libyans, third-country nationals and refugees who had been resident 
in Libya. To date, it is estimated that some 238,000 Libyans have returned home, while 15,300 
Libyans who entered through Saloum are still living in Egypt. 
UNHCR established a presence in Sal[l]oum, a small town close to the border, at the beginning of 
the crisis to address immediate needs. Many people were unable to enter Egypt due to restrictions 
applied by the Government and remained stranded in the border area for days awaiting 
transportation back home. In collaboration with its partners, UNHCR provided food, water, 
blankets and hygiene items. With the Government's permission, UNHCR then erected temporary 
structures in the border area to be used as short-term shelter. 
More than 1,600 people of concern to UNHCR, who cannot return home, remain stranded at the 
Sal[l]oum border. For this group, UNHCR is providing essential services as well as carrying out 
registration, conducting RSD and making referrals for resettlement. Other agencies operating at 
the border withdrew as of 30 June 2011, and UNHCR has assumed responsibility for the services 
they had provided and plans to maintain a field presence until end 2012.3  
Salloum Camp 
In order to manage the Libyan crisis, UNHCR worked closely with IOM and the Egyptian 
government. While UNHCR handled persons of concern, refugees and asylum seekers, IOM assisted 
many third country nationals to return home. According to Siobhan Simojokim, IOM Cairo, “IOM 
assisted tens of thousands of third country nationals (TCNs) who fled to Egypt from Libya, working in 
close collaboration with Government, UN and NGO partners to provide humanitarian and onward 
transportation assistance to those arriving at the border.”4 According to UNHCR’s Karmen Sakhr, “we 
are still in the middle of the change. The ‘Salloum caseload’ is the immediate result of the Arab 
Spring.”5 Countries of resettlement such as the U.S., Sweden, and Canada, among others, made slots 
                                                     
1 UNHCR works to improve conditions for hundreds at Egyptian border, by Leo Dobbs. 22 March, 2012. 
http://www.unhcr.org/4f6b6f956.html  
2 Ibid. 
3 Egypt 2012 UNHCR country operations profile http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e486356.html 
4 Email sent by Siobhan Simojokim May 3rd, 2012 to Hend Hafez, with official responses to questions asked during the 
interview of March 27th, 2012 at IOM office in Cairo, Egypt. 
5 Interview April 5th, 2012 with Karmen Sakhr, Seniro Protection officer, UNHCR. 
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available for refugees in order to help alleviate the crisis situation that developed as a result of the 
Libyan revolution.  
There are around 2,000 people left from the 40,000 third country nationals who fled to Sallum to 
escape last year's conflict in Libya, most of whom were allowed to transit Egypt. ‘All of them 
want to leave [for resettlement],’ Yvan Sturm, head of UNHCR's Sallum team, said of the 2,000. 
‘The majority have no other option,’ added Stephen Choka, the RSD supervisor…A total of 1,750 
people, mostly from Sudan, have been registered as refugees, of whom 248 have to date departed 
for resettlement countries or for transit centres in Europe. 
Sixty cases were rejected for refugee status, even after appeal, while more than 200 people who 
arrived in Sallum after October 23 have been told they will not be considered for resettlement. The 
decision to impose a cut-off date was aimed, in part, at deterring people who were neither residents 
of Libya nor affected by the conflict there from heading to the border. ‘The people who came after 
this date are considered as asylum-seekers, but will not be interviewed for RSD,’ Sturm said… 
‘only six resettlement countries have taken cases from Sallum,’ said Heidi Boener. ‘We are 
heavily dependent on the United States,’ added the resettlement officer…Boener said more than 
1,400 people had been referred to the US for resettlement and the visiting DHS staff [officials 
from the United States Department of Homeland Security] planned to meet a first group of about 
250 for a so-called first circuit interview, with plans to return about every three months to talk to a 
similar number each time. After interviews, and if they are conditionally approved, they will 
undergo security background checks and medical screening before final approval and authorization 
to fly to America.6 
Intitally, as mentioned above, the refugee status determination procedure carried out at the border 
in Salloum caused a form of pull factor for some asylum seekers who were not necessarily fleeing the 
crisis situation in Libya itself, but had other reasons to flee their countries of origin. People were 
arriving from Eritrea, Somalia, Ethiopia as well as Sudan among other countries and were heading 
towards Salloum. Therefore, in response, the cut-off date was set in October 2011. Accordingly, 
anyone arriving in Salloum after this date is not considered part of the ‘Salloum caseload’ and, hence, 
will not be considered for resettlement. Elwassimy said the date was 23rd October, 2011, while Sakhr 
referred to the 26th of October, 2011 as the cut-off date. Regardless of this discrepancy in dates, the 
application of a cut-off date has resulted in a decrease in the number of arrivals at the border according 
to UNHCR, but not a complete halt. UNHCR noted that: 
After the cut-off date no one will be registered, from October 26th there continue to be people 
coming but ever since then, the numbers have decreased. Whoever, comes after the date can be 
persons of concern but they will not be considered as the caseload for resettlement. First we’ll 
have to go through their claim, either they’ll be in need of protection or not. If they are rejected on 
appeal within a month, then in this case they are not persons of concern. According to UNHCR if 
the file is closed our relationship ends here. Whether they are allowed to stay in the country [or 
not,] it is up to the government [of Egypt] and it is up to the person what they’ll do next. They are 
not persons of concern. We, as UNHCR, can’t do anything. The people will be notified, they will 
no longer benefit from assistance, food items, health care or any of our projects. The camp is for 
those that are in the process or waiting [for status determination or resettlement] but after the case 
is closed or if they arrived after the cut-off date, they will not be part of the ‘Salloum 
caseload’[however] they can be part of the asylum process.7 
Therefore the situation for those that arrived after the October 2011 cut-off date is precarious, to 
say the least, since it is not clear what is to be done with them. If there is no chance for them to be 
resettled as part of the Salloum ‘caseload’ and they are in the ‘no man’s land’ of the border crossing 
area, they are not on Egyptian soil. The question arises, where will their asylum determination process 
take place? Will they be allowed into Egypt and become part of the urban refugee community in this 
                                                     
6 UNHCR strives to find solutions for refuges at Egypt-Libya border, by Leo Dobbs. 21 May, 2012. 
http://www.unhcr.org/4fba594e9.html  
7 op. cit. Sakhr. 
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country? Or will they be sent to Libya for their asylum procedures to be carried out in that country? 
Might they remain in the Salloum border crossing area till their status determination papers are 
completed, which may take several years? No one seems to want to answer these questions clearly at 
this time. It remains to be seen what will happen to these asylum seekers between the borders once the 
dust settles from the Arab spring, and newly established governments develop their respective 
migration policies. 
‘It's going to be a few months for the case to move,’ Boener said, referring to this first group to be 
interviewed[for resettlement in the U.S.]. ‘It's not going to happen overnight. They take a long 
processing time,’ she noted, while adding: ‘It would be really great if other resettlement countries 
would consider coming here to share the responsibility.’ 
This was echoed by a senior Egyptian port official, who said the rate of resettlement so far had 
been slow and he was worried that the problem would linger for years. In addition to the United 
States, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden have all accepted smaller numbers of 
people from Sallum. Switzerland has accepted a small number of people through family sponsor 
applications. 
Meanwhile, those stuck at Sallum are clearly getting fed up. ‘In this camp, I just feel like I am in 
prison,’ said Tahir, a middle-aged man from Sudan's Darfur region whose wife has a niece in 
Arizona. ‘I wish to go to a safe place where I can get on with my life like other people in the world.’8 
It should be noted that the large number of people found on the border in Salloum resulted in 
unprecedented pressure on utilities, food and water supplies in the Matrouh Governorate, of which 
Salloum is a part, This prompted the Egyptian Prime Minister, Kamal El Ganzoury, to announce an 
increase in water and food supplies to the Matrouh governorate. In addition, he established a 
committee consisting of members of the Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Interior and the Governor of 
Matrouh that will monitor developments in the situation and report directly to the Prime Minister’s 
office, in coordination with UNHCR and resettlement countries. In addition, Fayza Abou El Naga, 
Minister of International Cooperation, stated that: “The Prime Minister’s decision to enhance services 
to the border crossing area and providing supplies was a humanitarian method of addressing a crisis 
situation. There will also be coordination with the Libyan counterpart, in the Foreign Ministry, to limit 
additional crossings and to maintain current numbers. In addition, one million dollars from the Arab 
Social and Economic Development Fund will be used for the refurbishment and development of the 
Salloum border crossing.”9Abou El Naga confirmed the presence of 1,952 persons from different 
nationalities in the Salloum camp, all of which were awaiting resettlement except for 47 rejected 
individuals who do not meet the criteria for refugee status. She pointed out that the above mentioned 
decisions by the Prime Minister were made to protect Egyptian national security and resolve the 
situation that the governorate of Matrouh and the city of Salloum find themselves in. She explained 
that the procedures for resettlement will take up to one year. There is a clear contrast between the 
national security approach, which incorporates both the ministry of defense as well as the ministry of 
interior as part of the committee monitoring the situation, and the statement made by Abou El Naga 
regarding humanitarian concerns,, which might have entailed the inclusion of other ministries in this 
committee that may assist in the welfare of those stuck at the border along with the people of Salloum 
such as for example the ministry of health and population, ministry of supply and internal commerce, 
ministry of planning and international cooperation, ministry of state for environment affairs or the 
ministry of local development to name a few. 
Given that UNHCR has a hundred staff members on a caseload of 45,000 asylum seekers and 
refugees throughout Egypt, it relies on Islamic Relief, a U.K. based NGO, as the main implementing 
                                                     
8 UNHCR strives to find solutions for refuges at Egypt-Libya border, by Leo Dobbs. 21 May, 2012. 
http://www.unhcr.org/4fba594e9.html 
9 Ahram online, May 1, 2012 p.1.  
file:///Users/hendhafezsheta/Desktop/migration%20flow%202011:12/Immigratio,%20Refugee:asylum-seekers/ مرص %20-
%20تارارق%20ةلجاع%20يروزنجلل%20لحل%20ةلكشم%20نيقلاعلا%20ذفنمب%20مولسلا.webarchive 
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partner that provides support in the Salloum camp. “While IOM is now scaling down its own 
operations at the border, it will maintain a presence at the border as UNHCR’s implementing partner 
for the provision of primary health care and referrals of TCNs and persons of concern (PoCs) who 
remain in the area awaiting resettlement or other solutions,”10 says Simojoki. 
Although the resettlement quota, which is determined by each country and allocated to UNHCR for 
resettlement slots, has nearly doubled after the revolution, from approximately 1000 in 2010 to 2000 
in 2011 and 2012 respectively, due mainly to the influx caused by the Libya crisis, it is still a very 
small percentage of the total refugees found in the country and, therefore, cannot be considered as the 
main durable solution for refugees in Egypt. Be that as it may, the two durable solutions that remain as 
options for the majority of refugees in Egypt are repatriation or local integration. Repatriation is only 
applicable as a solution when it is voluntary and when the circumstances of the country of origin 
allow, i.e. safe. Like the resettlement solution, the conditions for repatriation are limited to a chosen 
few. On the other hand, local integration at the moment, in the aftermath of the revolution, is even less 
likely to be a durable solution as: the employment questions that existed prior to the revolution have 
become even more acute; lack of security remains an issue, and there is a fear of an increasing sense of 
xenophobia. All these add to the dire circumstances that are faced by refugees in Egypt. 
The problem arises when legitimate options, the three durable solutions, are exhausted as two 
unacceptable alternatives arise: one is irregular migration, and the other is the warehousing of those 
awaiting status determination. Irregular migration refers to the movement of people without valid 
documentation, which, in turn, translates to illegal presence in a country. This concern arises when the 
status determination of an asylum seeker is rejected as a refugee and the file is closed by UNHCR, 
thus changing the person of concerns’ status to one of irregularity in the country in which they find 
themselves, be it Egypt or any other country. Since all asylum seekers and refugees in Egypt have, up 
until the Libyan crisis, been in an urban setting, the closing of their file automatically turned their 
status to one of irregular migrants. Despite the many problems that arise from remaining in a country 
on an irregular basis, those who find themselves in an urban setting at least manage to attain any kind 
of work in an informal manner, often place their children in private schools, and pay for whatever 
medical care they may require, usually by enlisting the help of humanitarian organizations and NGOs.  
On the other hand, warehousing describes the situation where asylum seekers are in limbo waiting for 
their destiny to be determined by others. They are not in a set-up where they can have access to any form 
of income generation. The medical care that they receive, along with any form of schooling for their 
children, as well as their daily sustenance, are all provided for by the camp caretakers. A debate of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the camp set-up is beyond the scope of this study, suffice it to say that, 
if the asylum seeker’s case is rejected and their file is closed, no longer being a person of concern to 
UNHCR, they can no longer benefit from any of the above-mentioned services in the camp. Yet, they 
will not be able to access the informal market either and hence they will be in limbo. As mentioned 
previously, those at the Salloum border crossing that arrived after the cut-off date may find themselves in 
such a situation. If they do not have the proper papers to enter Egypt, they will remain at the border. 
Although international organizations have been more than generous in caring for these individuals, this 
care, on a prolonged basis, does not replace the human dignity of participating in everyday life activities 
where there is a choice and a sense of belonging and empowerment. To sum up, given the limitations of 
the three durable solutions, those waiting on the border will only increase in number as may irregular 
migration within Egypt or to other countries as a result. 
                                                     
10 Email sent by Siobhan Simojokim May 3rd, 2012 to Hend Hafez, with official responses to questions asked during the 
interview of March 27th, 2012 at IOM office in Cairo, Egypt. 
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Local Perceptions of Refugees after the Revolution 
Opinions regarding refugees’ situation in Egypt after the January 25th revolution differed among 
experts in the field. According to Tarek Mahrous, lawyer and protection Team Leader at AMERA 
(Africa & Middle East Refugee Assistance), refugees suffered from a lack of familiarity with their 
official documentation papers after the revolution. The military and local check points were not 
familiar with refugee documents thus placing a constraint on their freedom of movement even more so 
than everyone else during and immediately following the revolution. According to an IOM rapid 
assessment study conducted between 16th-23,rd February 2011 of 115 phone interviews with migrants, 
even though there was a common sense of insecurity that was shared with Egyptians, a more extreme 
language was used to describe the general sense of insecurity, suggesting that refugees felt a growing 
sense of xenophobia. The IOM noted that: 
This rapid assessment highlighted the vulnerabilities of migrants in Egypt after January 25th. In 
addition to vulnerabilities that migrants share with their fellow Egyptians such as economic problems 
arising from lack of cash (due to the closure of banks during the events) and from loss of (daily or 
more stable) employment, especially for those who work in the informal economy (which is likely to 
be high, due to migrants’ difficulties in obtaining work permits). In addition to these concerns, 
migrants face particular challenges due to their residence status, as they are more likely to incur 
problems when crossing the numerous check-points, especially if their visas and/or passports are 
expired or not compliant with Egyptian regulations. Finally, reports of violence, xenophobia and 
suspicion towards foreigners accentuated migrants’ perception of lack of security.11 
On the other hand, Ayman Zohry, President of the Egyptian Society for Migration Studies, stated 
that: “the regular refugees that are found in Egypt suffered the same fate as all Egyptians due to the 
lack of security. They were not a priority before the revolution and they became even less so after. 
Nobody had the time for them, so the negligence towards them increased after the revolution. I didn’t 
hear of xenophobia, but in the absence of security forces, there were operations in Sinai of smugglers 
of Africans going to Israel.”12 In addition, the lack of any actual reported cases of violence aimed 
specifically at foreigners downplays the xenophobia rhetoric.  
Khaled Aly, a lawyer and activist running for the 2011 presidential elections in Egypt on an 
independent leftist platform, mentions refugees during several television interviews referring to the 
inhumane manner in which they were treated under the old regime. He refers to the Mustafa Mahmoud 
sit-in seven years ago when refugees tried to take a stand. “On 29 September 2005, Sudanese refugees 
began gathering at Mustafa Mahmoud Park in central Cairo for a protest that eventually swelled to 
between 1,800 to 2,500 protestors and lasted for three months until it was broken up by Egyptian 
security forces in the early hours of December 30. The protestors were demanding refugee status 
interviews, a clearer and transparent process, protection from the Sudanese government, protection of 
the vulnerable and investigation of detentions and mission persons. Egyptian security operatives 
forcefully ended the protest, an action that resulted in the death of 27 refugees and asylum seekers and 
the injuring of hundreds.”13 Aly recalls this tragedy during his campaign for the presidency as 
evidence of the negligence and corruption suffered under the Mubarak regime.as he stated: “see how 
we treated the refugees and killed them in”Mustafa Mahmoud. We should consider how we receive 
them here and how we treat them unequally.”14 
                                                     
11 IOM Report: Rapid Assesment of the Impact of the January 25 Events on Migrants in Cairo February 2011 by Prepared by 
Reham Hussain and Roberto Pitea, IOM Cairo. 
http://www.egypt.iom.int/Doc/IOM%20Rapid%20assessment%20of%20the%20impact%20of%20the%20January%2025
%20events%20on%20Migrants%20in%20Cairo.pdf 
12 Interview with Ayman Zohry, President and Expert in the Egyptian Society for Migration Studies, April 19, 2012. 
13 Pambazuka News, Pan African Voices for Freedom and Justice; The Tragedy of Mustafa Mahmoud Park; Patrick Burnett, 
2006-06-22, Issue 60 http://pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/35334 
14 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7URslH0gpo 
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In sum, it would appear that even though refugees and asylum seekers’ concerns are not at the 
forefront of political agendas at the moment, they stand to gain some form of legitimacy from the 
revolution, if only through human rights advocacy. According to Samer Soliman, founding member of 
the Egyptian Social Democratic Party, a center left political party, which was established in 2011 after 
the revolution, the party does not have a position on the issue of migration yet. However, he stressed 
both the issues of national security and human rights as two major points of significance that will need 
reviewing in terms of policy: 
We need security on our borders, but if someone crosses these borders illegally we cannot shoot 
them we must have a way of treating them with dignity and adhere to human rights…We need to 
put laws that have to do with migrants and refugees because even though we are not a country of 
destination we are becoming one by default. They are part of the informal economy. We need to 
find a way for legalizing these people so that we can protect their rights and keep them within the 
context of this nation’s laws. If UNHCR refuses them or the files are closed then Egypt should 
require them to hand over the files so that the matter goes to Egyptian institutions. The country 
needs to be more engaged in the matter. In the next few years this should change. Egypt in the past 
few years, was not taking care of its citizens, better yet [even less so] the asylum seekers. We are 
speaking about a change and a democratic process with accountability and political agendas all 
this will affect refugees and asylum seekers alike. The country must pay attention not only to its 
citizens but also to those that are here as asylum seekers, everyone who is on Egyptian soil. In the 
next few years there will be a push towards legitimizing their position. It will be difficult at first, 
but then they will be incorporated within the new system…As a political party we haven’t 
discussed this yet, but I imagine given the value system of this party, any position we take, will put 
these people’s human rights into consideration. You can’t divide human rights in one society; it 
has to be for everyone who resides on the territory of the same nation. It will be a test for all the 
different political trends in the country. You can’t have one set of laws for Egyptians and another 
for non-Egyptians it will not work.15 
Emigration Issues Post Egyptian Revolution 
Since the early 1970s migration has been used as an instrument of addressing some of Egypt’s 
economic hurdles, specifically those that have to do with underemployment and exchange rate issues. 
Many of the reasons for migration of Egyptians remain the same before and after the revolution, 
namely poverty and unemployment. All those interviewed in this section identified the need of 
developing new markets both for Egyptian products as well as migrant labor destinations. However, 
the difference was on the focus that was placed on Africa, Turkey and Iran as potential partners in 
Egypt’s future. Two main differences of reasons for migration after the revolution were the slowdown 
of economic activity as well as the rise of the political Islamist movement in recent elections, which 
disturbed both moderate Moslems as well as members of the Christian community. 
This section of the study focuses on the Egyptian revolution’s influence on Egyptian migration 
flows from the various viewpoints of political activists and key members of different political parties. 
The influence of the Egyptian returnees from Libya on the local front will be considered. The 
importance of developing skills through vocational training and improvements in the educational 
system as a means of influencing the push/pull factors that lead to migration will be analyzed. Also, a 
review of the effect of the Egyptian diaspora on the domestic political arena will be examined.  
Returnees 
Regarding Egyptian returnees, “IOM recognized the need to assist the estimated 200,000 Egyptian 
migrant workers who returned home due to the conflict in Libya; indeed, most returned to 
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impoverished rural areas, exacerbating local unemployment pressures and placing additional strain on 
their communities. At the same time, IOM has recognized that the 25th of January events could create 
new migration-related opportunities in Egypt – such as renewed interest in supporting the country’s 
transition among citizens abroad.”16 
Laila Soueif, Associate Professor of Mathematics Faculty of Science, Cairo University, a political 
activist and a member of the March 9th Movement, which is a movement that started in 2005 calling 
for academic freedoms and the independence of universities in Egypt, stated: 
Libya had an effect, of course, with the 2 million Egyptians working there. The bulk of travel to 
Libya was always irregular, people without papers. The borders were always very porous. Perhaps 
that is why there are catastrophes now, but it is always the case. My husband is from Behera, 
nearest to the desert, they say we travel ‘selkawy’ which can be translated as ‘through the wires’, 
meaning that they will not pass through the official border area. When Libya was in a good 
standing [internationally speaking], in the 1980s and 90s, every other farmer would travel for work 
and stay there for a couple of years. I expect that will happen again, once the situation stabilizes 
and there is money. Already, the last two years when Gaddafi signed agreements with Europe and 
the west he employed people again, university professors from Egypt and he paid well. There was 
a time when people used to migrate there for work like they did in the Gulf, then there came a time 
when things were a mess and nobody went. They would sometimes not pay for a service rendered 
and there was abuse of migrants so people stopped going. Once relations improved with the U.S., 
he tried to attract people [Egyptian professionals] to go once more and they found that once again 
they were paid good salaries and on time so they went again. When the revolution started these 
people came back in fear of war, not because they were supporting a certain regime or resistance 
movement, they just returned for safety purposes. The farmers stayed put as long as they could, 
then they came back too by car. University professors and engineers came back one way or 
another, and once the situation was stable again they returned right away. It is clear that the new 
Libyan government asked them to return immediately.17 
Zohry confirms Soueif’s estimates stating:“around 800,000 Egyptians returned from Libya. It was 
estimated before that there were approximately 2 million Egyptians in Libya, meaning that 
approximately 40% of estimated Egyptians returned from Libya. This has nothing to do with the 
Egyptian Revolution it had to do with the events in Libya starting the 17th of February 2011…The 
return of migrants from Libya has had a huge impact that is still undocumented in terms of its effect 
on the unemployment rate.”18  
However, most of those interviewed forecast that once Libya stabilized, the migration flows would 
return to their previous direction, providing Egyptian migrants with potential work opportunities. 
Naguib Sawiris, founder of the Free Egyptians Party, the largest of the newly established liberal 
parties in Egypt and Executive Chairman of Orascom Telecom Media & Technology (OTMT), 
stated: “the usual type of migration, which was labor going to Libya and Saudi Arabia, will continue 
because the economy is shrinking and there will be more joblessness. It will take a couple of years 
in order to revive the economy and people can’t wait a couple of years, so migration will continue in 
that direction.”19 
                                                     
16 Email sent by Siobhan Simojokim May 3rd, 2012 to Hend Hafez, with official responses to questions asked during the 
interview of March 27th, 2012 at IOM office in Cairo, Egypt. 
17 Interview with Laila Soueif, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Cairo University, April 22, 2012. 
18 Interview with Ayman Zohry, President and Expert in the Egyptian Society for Migration Studies, April 19, 2012. 
19 Interview with Naguib Sawiris, Executive Chairman of Orascom Telecom Media & Technology and founder of the Free 
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Skills and Education 
Magdy Qurqur, Parliamentarian and Secretary General of the Labor Party, a small Islamist political 
format, stated: “we are not against Egyptian labor migration especially to Arab countries. However, 
we should ensure the proper skills of the migrants in order to maintain a competitive edge over 
migrants from the Far East. Egyptian migrants currently are unskilled and their Indian and Pakistani 
counterparts are more competitive in Arab countries.”20On the other hand, Amr Darrag, the Secretary 
General of the Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) in Giza, the political arm of the Moslem Brotherhood 
and the relative majority party in parliament, said: “through circular migration we can maintain a 
balance, [i.e.] just like we need help in development [from developed countries], so too do the 
neighboring nations need us. Libya can easily absorb three million of our labor force, Sudan can use 
help in agricultural projects, the Gulf traditionally used Egyptian labor [and should continue to do 
so]…We need to work not just as cheap labor, we can also bring technical know-how. My main 
resource is the human being, I can employ them in Libya, Sudan or in Egypt. We produce humans, 
instead of making it a burden, it can be an advantage,”21 
All the political parties and figures reinforce the importance of developing human resources 
through education and vocational training in order to provide Egyptians with more marketable skills 
both domestically and abroad. On the one hand there is the view that promotes migration as a form of 
expanding Egypt’s employment opportunities by providing new job markets. This view is closer to 
what has been the case since the early 1970s with the difference in destination, instead of focusing on 
Arab Gulf states the migration is geared towards Africa and to a lesser extent Europe. On the other 
hand, there is the view that sees migration as the exodus of the best and the brightest, hence this view 
does not promote migration, on the contrary, it advocates development within the country in order to 
entice more Egyptian returnees from abroad. According to the Egyptian Social Democratic Party 
Soliman explains: “we are not for promoting migration, even though citizens have a right to migrate, 
our program will not promote this. Our program is based on human resources as an asset not a burden. 
If things improve in the country, there will be a lot of returnees to Egypt and this will serve the 
country very much. Even if they return for a short period of time only, they will still help the country, 
like they do in Israel where they have dual citizenship and spend half the year in each country. We 
have a huge potential in those Egyptians in the diaspora who can participate in the development of the 
country, but definitely we will not be promoting migration at all. Whoever wants to migrate can go 
ahead, but it is not in the interest of the country to do so. We must put a stop to all the push factors 
because, unfortunately, it always pushes the best people out of the country.”22 
The Freedom and Justice Party rejects the old regime’s view that the size of the population is a 
burden. Instead it identifies the reasons for migration and tries to address them. The FJP highlights the 
lack of economic opportunity, unemployment, political pressure and the lack of freedom as well as the 
low standard of living as the major push factors in Egypt that lead to migration. Darrag states: “we 
look at the population as a major resource upon which the opportunity for development is based. The 
problem is that this resource is not skilled for many of the available opportunities. They are not well 
prepared coming out of the universities or the vocational training schools; nor are they properly 
distributed according to demand in the labor market. The skills are very low and so many students are 
                                                     
20 Interview with Magdy Qurqur, Secretary General of the Labor Party, Deputy of the Housing, Public Utilities and 
Reconstruction Committee in Parliment, professor at Cairo University, Urban Development department, April 19th, 2012. 
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studying in the university literature and law when there isn’t a demand for it as much. Then they have 
to re-train themselves in skills that can provide them with an actual work opportunity.”23 
Representing the Labor Party Qurqur agrees: “I think Egypt needs to look once more to vocational 
schools, and concentrate more on them. We have to revisit the numbers that are accepted in 
universities, we should not accept more candidates than available places in schools. If it were up to 
me, I would pay the same salaries for vocational school graduates as those graduating from 
universities. If we are serious about encouraging vocational schools then we have to do this. 
Vocational schooling should not be inside classrooms, it should be hands on in the field, and the 
factory, as well as the small workshop, in order to gain professional experience. In this way we can 
develop proper skills. And I think this is where there can be a role for the European Union to 
cooperate with Egypt. We can develop vocational education to the extent that it establishes a highly 
skilled labor force. After they graduate we can raise their skills even more, by placing them in training 
centers that cooperate with companies and institutions.”24 The improved skill level of the work force 
will serve on the one hand as an added value to those who wish to migrate giving them more 
qualifications that place them in high demand in the labor markets of other countries making their 
migration more efficient. While on the other hand, the higher skill level of the work force will make 
Egypt more attractive for investors creating more job opportunities domestically thus serving as a 
potential deterrent to migration. In both cases using the improvement of vocational education as an 
objective to influence future migration policy, resulting in a win-win scenario. 
Not only was improving the vocational school education system prioritized as a form of enhancing 
the skill level of Egyptians but also, some activists emphasized the need to reallocate Egypt’s entire 
national budget in a way that reflects the importance of developing the human resource aspect. 
According to Soueif: “education only receives 9 to 10 % of the budget which is ridiculous given that it 
services over 50% of the population. Countries that don’t have such high numbers of youth, give 
education 18 to 20 % of their total budget…[Egypt’s] education needs to be allocated 20 or 25 % of 
the total budget while health has to have 15 %. This will improve health and education radically 
because currently health takes 3% and education less than 10%, … I am not discussing the size of the 
budget, I am speaking of a percentage. Who says the percentage should be divided like this.”25 Soueif 
also called for an increase in the number of universities in the country, pointing to the fact that in 
countries with similar population size and taking into consideration the number of youth in proportion 
to the population, Egypt only has 15 public universities whereas a country like Iran has over 50 state 
universities and Turkey has over 100. She explains: “in the developed world big universities have 
20,000 to 30,000 students. Currently, Cairo University has 160,000 students and Ein Shams University 
has 200,000 students.”26  
It is clear that improving the quality of education be it vocational or academic is a priority to all 
political factions in the country, be they activists, leftists, right wing or liberals each has a formula for 
improving the system along their own political preference. They advocate different approaches that in 
turn reflect on their vision of potential migration policy; whether they actively encourage migration 
schemes that enhance job opportunities available for Egyptians abroad, or they choose to reduce 
migration to a minimum and encourage Egyptians abroad to return with their skills and investments to 
the local market, their goal is the same: providing Egyptian youth with skills that will enhance their 
work opportunities and in turn the quality of their lives. 
                                                     
23 Interview with Amr Darrag, Secretary General, Giza Freedom and Justice Party, professor at Cairo Univesity, Engineering 
Department, April 22, 2012. 
24 Interview with Magdy Qurqur, Secretary General of the Labor Party, Deputy of the Housing, Public Utilities and 
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25Interview with Laila Soueif, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Cairo University, April 22, 2012. 
26 Ibid. 
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Push/Pull Factors for Egyptian Migration 
Although the shortcomings of the educational system have a direct effect on the skill level of 
Egyptians, it is not the only factor of importance to be analyzed when reviewing migration flows 
after the January 25threvolution. According to Sawiris, an increase in three types of migration can be 
expected: “one is the Copts and Christians who will be very scared from fundamentalist rule, which 
has already started because the number of visas to Europe, Canada and the U.S. is increasing and 
they are mostly Christians…[The second type is] the migration of businessmen who are related or 
associated with the old regime and they have already migrated. Most of them have already left and 
many of them will be reluctant to come back because of fear of persecution, whether rightly or 
wrongly, since many innocent people were persecuted. And [finally] you will have migration of the 
ultra modern Moslem who is not in agreement with changing their life pattern. Many of them will 
say, ‘I will not live under this new scheme.’ Perhaps some will accept the infringement on their 
freedoms and they’ll stay, but others won’t and they will leave too. I don’t think it is a large number, 
the Christians will leave in larger numbers than the moderate Moslems who will try and 
accommodate the new system.”27 
Reinforcing this argument, Soliman explains: “push factors exist and I think it increased after the 
revolution. There was always an out migration even before the revolution that had to do with 
economics and the standard of living. [However] people don’t always look for money alone, they 
search for a better quality of life, or political freedom. There are a lot of reasons for people to migrate. 
But after the revolution this increased due to the giant Islamic movement that is entering the political 
arena. The lack of security in the country and the rise of the Islamic movement, are the two main 
factors that lead to migration…The upper middle class is the most sector in society that is migrating, 
because it is worried about the political situation and the issues of security.”28 
However, some young professionals and members of the diaspora returned to Egypt during the 
revolution. Soueif attributes the return of highly educated professionals to the fact that they have the 
ability to go back and forth easily between Egypt and the country where they currently reside, pointing 
to the fact that many of them are bi-national. She uses her son, Alaa Abd El-Fatah, a well known 
activist in the revolution and her sister Ahdaf Soueif, a famous author and widow of a British citizen, 
as examples of people who were inspired to return during the revolution in order to have an input. 
Other examples are her nephew, who is a British citizen and Khaled Abdallah, the actor who left a 
prominent career to return to make documentaries on the Egyptian revolution. She states that:  
`“I’ve also noticed a lot of the people that are in the Gulf or even in the U.S. coming very often on 
vacations and they come straight to the revolution, meaning they head straight for any protest, 
march or sit-in immediately. As if they are coming down to visit the revolution. Our colleagues 
coming for ten days vacation call us up to ask ‘OK, what’s up, where is the protest? How can I 
participate?’ They want to spend all ten days participating. It’s like a new type of tourism: 
revolutionary tourism. Even if there isn’t a return flow as of yet, there is a noticeable desire headed 
in that direction. If the situation here improves even a quarter of a percent, a lot of people will 
return. The interesting thing is that this is happening to people whose economic situation abroad is 
not difficult. They are comfortable, they migrated a long time ago, they have been naturalized, 
they have jobs and they have a lot of opportunities.”29 
Soliman, mentions the euphoria that followed the Arab Spring and the sense of possibility and 
optimism in those early months when the Egyptian diaspora rediscovered their Egyptian roots, 
highlighting the pride that Egyptians felt when traveling in those days and being greeted with such 
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respect that had not been experienced in a long time. However, this was all driven by a romantic ideal 
that was promoted through the media. Soliman emphasizes: “that romantic ideal gave the misguided 
perception that all of Egypt’s problems were going to be solved and that was not realistic. Nothing 
gets solved that fast.”30 
Egyptian Diaspora’s Role in the Revolution 
Technology had an even more significant influence on the Egyptian diaspora during the Egyptian 
revolution through communication. According to Soliman, the migration of Christian Copts to the 
U.S. and Europe before the 2011 Egyptian Revolution led to their radicalization. The positive aspect 
of this radicalization in the context of the revolution was the imminent human rights discourse, while 
the negative element came in the form of the persecution discourse. Soliman states that: 
The technological revolution reduced the gap between the country and those abroad… In the last 
15 years the gap between Copts in and out of the country was reduced with the Internet and the 
ease of communication. This has radicalized Copts, especially abroad, in terms of human rights 
and, in some cases, through sectarianism… they think that the bases or values of Islam actually 
create violence and are to be fought. So the Copts abroad influenced those in the country and this 
affected internal politics.  
Some of the influences on the Egyptian revolution came in many instances from outside the 
country from many different directions. The [Egyptian] Muslim diaspora in the Arab gulf also had 
a great deal of influence. So we are talking about the Islamic radicalization through globalization 
as well. The ‘salafization,’ if the term exists, of Egypt is due to globalization and it has to do with 
migration.31 
The human rights dialogue inspired what Egyptian citizens were calling for from their government: 
namely freedom, dignity and equality, among other rights. Whereas the fundamentalist discourse 
spurred separatist sentiments, whether it was coming from radicalized Copts who had migrated 
especially to the U.S. and were engaging in a persecution dialogue with Copts back home or extremist 
Islamists who migrated to Saudi Arabia among other Middle Eastern countries and were promoting 
strictly conservative practices that were not necessarily part of the Egyptian culture. In all cases, the 
influence of Egyptian migration flows that were found pre-revolution had a noticeable impact on the 
course of the revolution and its aftermath.  
Regardless of the validity of the radicalization argument, a more positive image comes to most 
Egyptian minds when discussing the diaspora, namely remittances and brain gain. According to the 
monthly financial statement published by the Ministry of Finance in its general overview of the 
Egyptian economy as of April 2012,: “The net flows of private remittances grew by 28% to 
achieve U.S. $ 7.9 billion compared to U.S. $ 6.2 billion during the same period of the last fiscal year, 
this is due to the increase in remittances from Egyptians working abroad.”32 Many of the presidential 
candidates and the political party platforms identify the importance of using the expertise of Egyptians 
abroad to facilitate and promote development programs at home, hence the concept of the brain gain. 
This will be reviewed in the next section. 
Migration in Public Discourse: Political Players and Their Responses 
In searching through the various political party programs and the presidential candidates platforms it is 
striking to note how very little is mentioned on migration. Out of a total of 37 political parties only 
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three parties have a brief note about the topic. In this section a review of the three political parties’ 
statements will be presented, along with brief summaries of what each of the top seven presidential 
candidates has to say about migration. And finally, the outcome of the two focus group discussions 
that were conducted for this study is presented. 
Political Party Programs 
It is noteworthy that the three political parties that address issues of migration in their programs are all 
liberal parties. The first party is the largest of the liberal political parties established after the 
revolution in 2011, the Free Egyptians Party. In the party program, the First Section: Rights and 
Freedoms: 
Each individual has the right of movement within the borders of the country. Each individual has 
the right to leave the country as well as the right to return to it.[#13]Each individual has the right 
to seek asylum in other countries or try to seek asylum fleeing persecution. Anyone who was 
under trial for non-political crimes or for other acts against the international law should be 
excluded from this right.[#14] Each individual has the right of a citizenship and cannot be 
forcefully denied citizenship nor can the individual be denied the right to change that 
citizenship.[#15]33 
The second political party that mentions migration also adheres to a liberal ideology, Egypt 
Freedom Party, formed May 11th, 2011 but remains officially unlicensed. As noted in the Egypt 
Freedom Party’s program:  
The party pays special attention to the rights of the marginalized groups and those vulnerable to 
human rights violations and to political, economic or social marginalization such as children, 
religious and ethnic minorities, refugees and migrants. The party policies [focus on] the rights for 
these groups and helps them to completely integrate in the state's activities and institutions without 
discrimination…The party works to remove all the reservations that the Egyptian government has 
put on the international conventions such as: the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All 
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families34 
The third party that mentions migration is the Democratic Front Party, with a liberal ideology as 
well. The Democratic Front Party states: 
Respect of Human Rights: The party believes it is necessary to activate the main principles of the 
1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the seven international conventions, one of them 
is the 1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families35 
It is clear by the research outcome that the novelty of the democratic process and the time constraints 
of elections have had an impact on many political parties’ ability to present themselves and their 
programs properly on the Internet. In addition, as mentioned earlier, with events occurring at a head-
spinning rate in Egypt and the region at large, migration issues have not taken a priority yet in political 
programs. This could change in the near future once the situation is more stable. As with the political 
parties, the presidential candidates had little or nothing to say about migration in their programs. It must 
be noted that the presidential elections are ongoing as this research is being conducted. 
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Presidential Candidate Platforms 
Amr Moussa is the presidential candidate that has the most to say in his platform regarding issues of 
migration. Perhaps due to his long-standing career in the diplomatic service, he has incorporated 
several points in his extensive 86 page program, identified below. 
Opening institutional and permanent communication channels between Egyptian minds abroad at 
world universities and research centers, to tap into their expertise and connections with the aim – 
in parallel with comprehensive overhaul of the scientific research and innovation system – to 
encourage the majority of them to return to Egypt or effectively contribute in restructuring Egypt’s 
scientific research community.  
Making millions of Egyptians abroad the top priority in foreign policy and defending their 
interests, rights and dignity. Egyptian expatriates are no longer merely individuals seeking 
employment or an education abroad, but have grown in numbers, formed families and have 
become communities that will hold economic, social and scientific sway in manycountries around 
the world. From Australia in the East to Canada and the US in the West, as well as Arab and 
European countries. They are all eager to participate in rebuilding the motherland. 
Accordingly, guaranteeing the political rights of Egyptians abroad by allowing them to vote in 
elections and referendums is the correct path, which should be followed by a fundamental change 
in dealing with Egyptian communities abroad to facilitate, and encourage their positive 
participation in political, economic and social reconstruction. In addition, the ex-pat community 
can play a key role in realizing Egypt’s scientific renaissance, and connecting them and their 
children directly to Egypt through cultural activities. 
There is also an urgent need to address the challenges and obstacles that Egyptians face in specific 
regions such as the Arab Gulf states, which require close monitoring by state agencies before 
citizens travel to guarantee their rights and dignity. This includes close and continuous follow-up 
by embassies and consulates abroad, which will be a key criterion in annual assessments of the 
performance of embassies and consulates abroad.36  
In an email responding questions regarding this study that was sent out on May 3rd, 2012 to all the 
presidential candidates at the time, only Ahmed Shafik, ex-minister of Civil Aviation (2002-2011)and 
Hosni Mubarak’s last appointed prime minister (January – March 2011), replied on May 16,th writing that: 
I certainly give the issue of Egyptians abroad a special priority in my presidential program, which 
sets the general trends regarding this issue as follows: 
Legalizing the situation of the Egyptians working abroad; 
 Working on developing the diplomatic and consular missions in order to protect the Egyptians' 
rights and to improve the level of services offered to them; 
 Providing Egyptians abroad with real opportunities to invest in Egypt and to participate in the 
process of development; 
 Strengthening the relationship with the second generation of the Egyptians abroad, and 
developing programs and mechanisms that will help them maintaining the cultural identity in 
order to keep them always connected to their homeland; and  
 Making the best use of the expertise of the Egyptian scientists abroad in order to ameliorate 
the education programs and scientific research in Egypt. 
These trends will be implemented through policies and decisions that will lead us to achieve the goals.37 
On his campaign trail in a conference in Mahalla, Mohamed Morsy, the presidential candidate for 
Freedom and Justice Party, the political arm of the Moslem Brotherhood, emphasized the importance 
of the Egyptian migrants abroad and promoting their interests. Morsy focused on paying equal 
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attention to the Egyptian migrant workers’ rights abroad as those back home, stating that: “they belong 
to the same nation and should enjoy the same rights and dignity.”38 He also called upon the 
cooperation of Egyptian embassies to promote the rights of Egyptian migrants, giving them their due 
respect and dignity while outside their country of origin. 
Another candidate with a religious political affiliation, Abdel Moneim Abou El Fotouh, who 
resigned from the Moslem Brotherhood after the revolution in order to run independently in the 
presidential race, addressed a wider constituency by appealing to liberal candidates along with his 
traditional conservative base. In a conference addressing youth in Alexandria during his campaign, 
Abou El Fotouh stated: “we will not allow any Egyptian to migrate. The youth of Egypt will not 
migrate in perforated boats, and we will not allow them to migrate to the Gulf countries under the 
Kafala system. Egypt will be amongst the strongest twenty countries within the coming ten years, God 
willing.”39 The Kafala system to which he is referring is imposed on migrants in the Arab Gulf states 
requiring all migrant workers to have a national sponsor. According to opponents of this system, rather 
than protecting migrants and their rights, which was the original intent, the Kafala system has been 
abused and corrupted to the point of degrading migrant workers often leading to their exploitation. 
Thus many human rights activists call upon a change or an amendment of this system. 
Khaled Aly40, the youngest presidential candidate running independently on a leftist platform 
emphasizes the importance of improving relations with other African nations that have been neglected 
by the previous regime. He mentions on several occasions during interviews the importance of dealing 
with refugees in a fair and just manner. In addition, two other candidates running on a leftist platform 
Hamdeen Sabahy41 and Hesham Bastawisi42, mention the irregular migration of Egyptian youth to 
Italy as evidence of the failing economic policies of the previous regime. They both refer to the 
creation of job opportunities at home and the protection of human dignity as a means of addressing 
some of the root causes of this trend. In addition, Sabahy’s program makes a reference to using the 
expertise of the diaspora, calling upon them to assist in the development of the nation, whether 
through their know-how or through investments or both, in the renaissance plan. 
Focus Group Findings 
Finally, two focus group discussions were conducted in order to attain the feedback of young Egyptian 
men and women on the issue of migration. Both groups were between the ages of 20 to 30 years old, 
the first discussion was held on April 21st, 2012, while the second group discussion was held on April 
24th, 2012. The groups met on the American University’s campus in Tahrir, only a few meters away 
from Tahrir Square.43  
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43 During both group discussions the now famous Square was host to demonstrations by Salafi supporters of Hazem Abou 
Ismail, a popular presidential candidate that was removed from the race by court order because of the dual nationality of 
his mother. According to the Constitutional Declaration of 2011, under article 26: “It is required for whoever is elected 
president of the republic to be an Egyptian who has never held another citizenship, born of two Egyptian parents who 
have never held another citizenship, enjoying his/her political and civil rights, not married to a non-Egyptian, and not 
falling under the age of 40 years.”47  
Hazem Abou Ismail’s mother, who is deceased, was purported to have an American passport and hence disqualified him 
from the presidential race, which he and his supporters adamantly contested. It is important to note that as a backdrop to 
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The first focus group discussion was attended by highly educated professionals representative of 
graduates from various universities in Egypt among them Cairo University, El Azhar University, the 
American University in Cairo, and the Modern Academy. Among the eight participants, two were 
women; both Moslems and Christians were represented in the group; and the participants’ political 
affiliations ranged from across the political spectrum to include liberals, leftist, and conservatives. All 
of the participants were employed and all of them were present during the revolution in 2011. Most of 
them were hopeful in the period right after the revolution that things would improve but as time went 
by they all discussed the possibility of migrating as an option for a few years till circumstances 
improve. All those who mentioned migration were looking towards Europe and the Americas, one 
considered Latin America, specifically Argentina and Chile, while another considered any country in 
sub-Saharan Africa. None of them considered going to the Gulf or any Arab state. As one participant, 
Shady, mentioned: 
I never had a specific destination but if I thought of it, I would consider the U.S. for higher 
education and I would think of going to Africa, somewhere in the South (Sub-Saharan Africa) for 
work purposes. I would definitely not consider migrating to any country in the Gulf, because I 
personally believe that what we are suffering from now in Egypt in terms of development is 
directly due to the brain drain that occurred in the 1980s. Our parents, to a great extent, had 
migrated mostly to the Gulf nations and to a greater extent Saudi Arabia and that has had an 
influence on the Wahhabi type thinking in our political system now and we see the Saudi flag 
being raised in Tahrir. [He points towards Tahrir Square where the chants from the demonstrations 
are getting louder and everyone in the room laughs, as if to say, they are ready to join him in any 
migration scheme.]44 
The quality of life and the ability to engage in political participation, as well as the protection of 
freedoms were among the concerns that were given priority in this group. Another participant, Al 
Amir, stated: 
The problem is the absence of the state, and its’ services. During the old regime the state was 
present in locations where it was not supposed to be and it was absent where it should have been. I 
mean it was in the university as a monitor for security purposes only. The main problem is the 
withdrawal of the state: where is it in terms of managing traffic? Where is it in the local district 
offices? Where are the services that the state is supposed to provide? We all end up in Cairo. I am 
one of the people that could have served my community better had I stayed in Alexandria, yet I 
was forced because of circumstance to move to Cairo. I believe that it is extremely unfair that all 
the other governorates don’t have a metro rail. Why should they be taxpayers if they are not going 
to receive the same services as the capital? It is not fair, they should revolt. Why should everything 
be centralized in the capital city? Even the citizens in Cairo do not benefit from any state 
services…The root cause is that we need a viable government that is decentralized in a way that 
can provide services to all the different governorates on a fair and balanced bases without this 
extremely one track approach…There is so much potential for development but their needs to be 
the will to develop from the political leadership in this country. Unfortunately, there is none. 
Everyone is thinking of his or her own self-interest. If Egypt is a country with strong institutions it 
will not be a sending country of migrants. Instead it might be a receiving country where Europeans 
can come and start a business, which in the current economic crisis might actually help them.45 
The issue of the rise of the Islamist political movement and the fear of fundamentalism preoccupied 
most of those who attended the discussion, especially of Christian religion. Wael stated that:  
I need to comment on the statement that the current circumstance is causing Christians to migrate 
or consider migration as an alternative. I am a Christian and this is true. Plan B has been moved to 
plan A because all the options seem to be Islamic in nature, the question is which type of Islamic. 
(Contd.)                                                                   
the discussion on migration, having the religious chants of Abou Ismail enthusiasts and the traffic congestion caused by 
the sit-in stimulated many points that were brought up as influencing the decision to migrate by attendants. 
47 Constitutional Declaration 2011, http://www.egypt.gov.eg/english/laws/constitution/default.aspx  
44 Focus group discussion April 21, 2012, American University in Cairo. 
45 Ibid. 
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There is no other alternative, it is not between Islamic and liberal, it is between Islamic less 
conservative or more extreme. As a Christian you are basically just waiting for things to happen to 
you. One is no longer under the impression that ones’ opinion will even be considered. Things will 
be done onto you without your participation what so ever. There is no longer a potential of 
participating, so I am very sorry to say I no longer believe in any of it. I cannot believe anyone. 
Marium:(Wael’s finance) I was walking in the street [in a demonstration] and one guy said,‘Tomorrow 
you will wear the veil’ another guy interjected and said ‘Why should she wear it against her will. She 
will wear it out of conviction.’ The impression being I will wear it one way or another.46 
At the end of the discussion everyone agreed that this is just the start of the revolution and, as one 
of the participants eloquently put it, current events in Egypt are like a mini-series: “this is just the last 
chapter of Season I.”47 They all agreed that the next season starts with the cliffhanger of whether or 
not there will be a presidential election, and if so will it be successful, and how will the dilemma of the 
constitution be solved? 
The second focus group discussion consisted of unemployed participants who were also 
professionals. Out of the six participants only one woman attended. Although more people had agreed 
to join in the discussions, the demonstrations in Tahrir lead to several cancelations. This group was 
also inclined to migrate. The discussion revolved around the economic reasons for migration as well as 
the general standard of living that included a quality of life, which was not seen as attainable in Egypt 
for the next few years. Two participants did not intend to migrate, while the young lady that attended 
wanted to go to Germany for a couple of years only, stating that migration was too much of a 
commitment. All she wanted was to go away for a few years in order to develop her skills and return 
to Egypt to find work and start a family. One of the participants, Ashraf, is already on his way to 
Canada; he is an aviation engineer, one of 38 in his class. He stated that: 
I am migrating to Quebec. I have friends and relatives that live there, plus my political tendencies are 
socialist and it is the most socialist system in the nations that accept migrants. Plus, as you know, 
Canada is one of the top eight countries that manufacture airplanes and Quebec has 60% of this 
industry in Canada, so I am actually in demand there. They respect my profession, and me, which is 
something I did not get here. I applied in September 2011. They divided people into 3 categories, 
everyone waiting for their turn.They advanced me in the line of migration respecting my specialty, 
which is a priority to me. I am optimistic, it [Egypt]will improve, but it will take my lifetime for it to 
happen.I am not willing to wait that long, that is why I will migrate. If I had 1% chance of 
influencing theoutcome or even being respected in my person by 1% I would remain. However I 
don’t believe this is the case, there isn’t even that small percentage so I must leave.This is my career 
and I don’t feel I am respected here. Also in terms of my political affiliation being a leftist and as a 
Christian it is all working against me here. I am not afraid. I am optimistic in the long run.48 
In conclusion, changes that have occurred as a result of the Egyptian revolution give rise to both 
hope and fear. Everyone that was interviewed for this study identified the enormous potential of the 
country in the long run; however, they all agreed that the current situation and the upcoming years are 
a challenge. Even though the politicians, both presidential candidates and political party figures, have 
not considered migration as a top priority in their respective programs, it will surely become so in the 
very near future. Whether as a solution to a problem or a problem in itself, migration policy will need 
to be set in a way that will be conducive to the aspirations of a nation on the road to development. The 
manner in which any country or the European Union can be seen as playing a role in Egypt’s 
development is always put in the context of mutual interests and equal opportunity. Assistance in 
development programs and vocational training centers are among the most common suggestions, in 
addition to circular and temporary migration schemes. Finally, the concept of providing Europeans 
with opportunities for investment and work as a solution to their own economic crisis was mentioned 
several times and advocated as an example of mutual interests. According to Darrag: 
                                                     
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Focus group April 24th, 2012 American University in Cairo. 
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We have in our program a lot of development plans which will provide work opportunities in the 
Suez canal, North Coast, upper Egypt and the Red sea. We have big plans, to get out of Cairo. This 
will need armies of youth with proper education and training which will reflect on migration in 
general so instead of emigration there can be internal migration. 
I am responsible for foreign relations in our party [Freedom and Justice Party], whenever I speak 
with foreign counterparts, especially from the EU, we tell them any support for these programs 
will reflect directly on providing job opportunities here at home and therefore will have an effect 
on irregular migration in particular and migration in general. 
That is the origin of the problem, they want stability and economic development here in Egypt so 
that people can improve their standard of living. The support that comes should be along these 
lines, in terms of development we don’t want aid or help with closing a deficit. We want support 
for programs that help vocational training and development in investment. 
We need to find out what are the requirements for Egyptian labor abroad as well and they can help 
us develop institutes and training centers that can promote development in the required skills. In 
addition to helping us with programs that make it attractive to stay here not to migrate…This is an 
essential domain in our policy, all our programs lead to the main idea of developing a strategy to 
use the youth in promoting the country’s economic development and in this way they will feel like 
they are a key part of the nation which will help in keeping them tied to the country and less likely 
to migrate. This will create a pull factor to stay in the country if they feel there are job 
opportunities and there is potential in the future. Any support from countries especially 
neighboring ones in this direction will be appreciated because it will be joint benefit. 
Our foreign policy is based on mutual interests we don’t want anyone to impose their will on us, 
there has to be a mutual national interest, so we can cooperate to enhance these benefits.49 
Finally, this study presents an inclusive perspective of all the elements that are related to migration 
flows in and out of Egypt since the start of the Egyptian Revolution in 2011 to date. It includes a 
discussion of return migration to and transit migration thorough Egypt as a result of the Libyan crisis. 
Although there is no change in official government policy regarding refugee status in Egypt, the 
situation on the border crossing in Salloum is a new development and must be viewed from both 
national security perspective as well as from a humanitarian one. Regarding emigration issues, the 
plethora of political dialogue and debate leading up to the presidential elections only slightly 
incorporated issues of migration as part of the candidates’ programs and political party platforms. This 
dis-proportionate attention that is given to such an important aspect of Egypt’s economic reality is in 
itself a revelation. In addition, findings from both focus group discussions highlight reasons for the 
desire of youth to migrate no longer only to seek job opportunities but more importantly to find a 
better quality of life. Almost all the participants pointed to a deterioration in their quality of life, they 
emphasized the amount of stress imposed on them by the lack of security, the increased traffic and the 
lack services provided by the state, in addition, to the continuing employment problem. Most of the 
options to migration proposed by political trends included decentralization schemes and internal 
migration options that included development projects, which would provide work opportunities for 
youth as well as a better quality of life. Priority was set to upgrade the educational system with an 
emphasis on the improvement of vocational training. On more than one occasion, this was accentuated 
as the main area where assistance would be welcome from the European Union. Lastly, given the 
current volatile situation in Egypt with on-going presidential elections who’s outcome is as of yet 
unknown, a constitution that still needs to be written, an ex-regime that is on trial and awaiting a 
verdict, a tug-of-war between political Islamists and a divided secular front all combine to make it 
difficult to access the implications on the direction of future policy trends that as of yet remain the 
same, pre and post revolution in Egypt.  
                                                     
49 Interview with Amr Darrag, Secretary General, Giza Freedom and Justice Party, professor at Cairo University, 
Engineering Department, April 22, 2012. 
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